
2021-02-27 Saturday History Call 

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, organized citizens can
change the world; indeed, it’s the only thing that ever has.”     Margaret Mead 

https://leandroherrero.com/the-missing-word-in-the-famous-margaret-mead-quote/ 

D  OCUMENT OVERVIEW  
I   ACCESS to THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
II ACCESS to OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING; LINK TO PODCAST 
IV SATURDAY HISTORY CALL – NOTES, REFERENCE MATERIALS

I   TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet

A   BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com;  click on “64K Listen”

* Thursday:  A Night at the Round Table Hosts: Panel Members
6 pm Pacific / 9 pm  Eastern

* Friday:   Friday Night Hard News           Hosts: Tara & Rama
 6 pm  Pacific / 9 pm Eastern 

One Hour conference Call: 1-641-741-1704 - Access Code: 353 863#

* Saturday: History of our Galactic World & NESARA  Hosts: Tara & Rama
1:30 pm Pacific / 4:30 pm Eastern

One Hour conference Call: 1-720 716 7301 – Access Code: 353 863#

Call to interact /  ask questions:    Canada & US: STATION 2 1- 888-429-5471
Direct         1- 323-744-4841 

C   Skype: BBSradio2

D   Archives for the 3 Programs listed above: 
   • Go to BBSRadio.com; in first column, LHS,  FIND TALK SHOW

   • Enter The True History,  press the GO button. You’ll be taken directly to the True History call: 
click on “Archives” which takes you to the listing of all program archives, the latest 
one being at  the top.

   • You can listen directly or download the program to your own computer. 
  •  To listen directly, click on the arrow on the black bar.
  • To download, go to Episode MP3  link.  Then right click on the name 

         'theturehistory including the date' and the drop down menu appears. 
Click on 'save link as'

 E  Archives, both written and audio, also exist on the 2013 website:  
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/     look under the “Archives” tab for 

written notes plus audio recordings of the conference calls plus the entire podcast.

II ACCESS  TO OTHER CALLS  SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

A    Sunday, Mondays:  Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls  
6 pm Pacific/ 9 pm Eastern  
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By telephone only: 1 – 605-475-4120;  PIN 946 7441# 

B    Tuesdays  Ashtar on the Road 
2Nd & 4th Tuesday each month
6 pm Pacific/9 pm Eastern 

 Host is Fran; various guests 

http://www.ashtarontheroad.com/ashtarteleconferences.html
by Phone: 1-228-339-7800 or 1-712-832-8330 

▪  Call is free [except for long distance charges]

via HD Conferencing: https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-  conferencing/  
PIN # 980339 [always the same]

       via Skype Click on the voip button and enter what they ask for:
https://www.freeconferencecallhd.com/hd-conferencing/

C     Wednesdays: The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
 7:00 – 9:00 EST 
By telephone only:  1–712-432-0900  PIN  666238# 
Replay# [good for 1 wk]  1-712-432-0990  PIN 66238#          

D     Every 2nd Wednesday The Abundance Call 
       5:45 PM Pacific / 8:45 PM Eastern – a 1 hour call  

with The Collective, a group of Angelic and Galactic beings, 
channeled by Caroline Oceana Ryan

To be notified: email AscensionTimes@gmail.com with the message 
"YES to Abundance!"

III OPENING MEDITATION;  HOUSEKEEPING;  FREEMART WEBSITE;  INFORMATION 
SOURCES RE: M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION;  ACCESS TO PODCAST

A. Opening Meditation: Cheryl Croci 

B. Housekeeping: Rainbird

BBS: • Listener-supported radio programs – Cost is $300 per week
    Need $300 for this week. Thanks for keeping us up-to-date!

All BBS archives can be accessed for free, including the podcasts for 
the Thursday, Friday, Saturday calls, listed above. 

• 2013 Rainbow Roundtable has archives, too.

• Go to BBSradio.com/Station2; find Hard News call listing & Paypal 
button 

• BBS appreciates getting checks via the mail: no Paypal fees! 

• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
B B S RADIO [Please put “Attention Don” on the envelope]
1500 Pleasant Hill RD [Note inside that it’s for T & R calls
Lafayette, CA 94549 [& the Thursday call, as well]

Tara, Rama:  Their full-time, life-time commitment is to be tuned in to 
what is really going on behind the artificial world we see around us. 
They don't ask for anything but they do require food, a home, gas 
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for the car, and access to BBS Radio in order to compile and 
distribute this information to the world.

•  Donations via Paypal button on the homepage of 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

FOOD MONEY, BASICS:  They need  $ for food, basics, gas, bills  - $600

NOTE: Rama needs $ for food for his gas tank, and food for his Paschats! ! ! 

VIA PAYPAL OR GO TO www.rainbowroundtable.net – 
where there is a donate button !   

•  Please notify T & R if you're sending something:    k  oran  999@  comcast.net     
EVERY $5 HELPS ALL GRATEFULLY RECEIVED

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders: Ram D Berkowitz
        PO Box 280 

                  Santa Cruz, NM 87567
•  Remember: you can book a session with Mother, as well! 

•  To make donations to the  Fresh Produce Fund for Tara & Rama  -  
  

        ** go to  www  .  rainbowroundtable.n  et    and find the link to the donation button

koran9999@hotmail.com is the link to use with Paypal

•  Your donation supports an account set up for Tara & Rama with 
    Beneficial Farms Community Supported Agriculture in Santa Fe, NM 
•  These funds are used exclusively to maintain this weekly account for a 
    steady supply of fresh produce to Tara and Rama. 

They and the sponsors are very grateful for your assistance.  

• Let Rama know by e-mail that you are sending any donations:  koran9  9  9@  comcast.net   

FREEMART: https:  //  www.  shop  freemart.com/tarram   a/c # 7000 

• Freemart is a private shoppers club; it’s FREE TO JOIN. 
• all the products have much to offer, so take a look! 
• check out the headings called READ MORE - it’s definitely worth the time!  

 
Rama and Tara are being helped by this account: they get their supplements 

 there. The returns also help 2013 Rainbow Roundtable

C:  INFORMATION SOURCES RELATIVE TO M.T. KESHE AND KESHE FOUNDATION 

contact Rainbird with questions: lightenergync@gmail.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aLaVutWXju0 (CHECK THIS OUT)

One Cup One Life – Production and Application; Prevention and Reversal of CoronaVirus

https://en.kfwiki.org/wiki/One_Cup_One_Life_-
Production_and_Application_-Prevention_and_Reversal_of_the_Corona_Virus

KF Wiki
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https://www.kfwiki.org
The free Plasma Cyclopdia of the Keshe Foundation

Keshe Foundation Store
https://store.keshefoundation.org/store/?alias=store 

Keshe Corona site
www.plasmainnature.com/health/coronavirus-1-cup-1-life-series-

protocols-and-other-info/

Keshe Letter to World Leaders about the studies using the plasma 
technology with covid patients 

    www.plasmatimes.com 

E:  ACCESS TO PODCAST:  The audio link below allows you to listen to the entire program.

https://bbsradio.com/podcast/true-history-february-27-2021 

F: THE NEW WEBSITE AND ADDRESS: WWW.RAINBOWROUNDTABLE.NET – 

Still under construction, but already in use: take a peek . . . all of Caroline 
Oceana Ryan’s updates are posted there too 

Rama, Tara:

Greetings to all!  They are glad to be with us! 

[Rainbird’s birthday March 8th – International Women’s Day!!! 8 is infinity, immortality; 
manifestation – she’s turning 27! ! ! ] 

T: Mr Drumpf is giving key address at the CPAC event – about 2 pm on Sunday
Other things happening as well . . . 

David Cay Johnston – a Faction 3 White Knight

Rama: went to the tea house today, met astrologer Mary Lin, someone Rana Mu knows
•  She spoke of Mercury and Jupiter doing a dance leading up to March 4th 

and how they work together, this being the 3rd time together this year
•  As we approach March 4th, things will heat up in the political realm – we are in a 

most unique moment where we the people can change things by sending love 
– and not letting buttons be pushed – we hold the high energy here and don’t 
react to the madness.

•  At the same time, something else: a message from Tom the Cat who sent a copy 
of a letter Dr Greer sent to his folks, about the final card being played.
•  The dark ones want to play with the toys from Area 51 and try to pull something 

off. They can create some damage on the planet 
•  At the same time the galactics are here: they’re asking for it and they’re gonna 

get it as per Dr Greer!
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•  They want to hide the fact that we are being visited by all kinds of beings – 
Rama describes the scene is Thor talking to folks who are part of the 
galactic councils and is explaining how the people on earth have been 
blinded by the matrix and the mind control, created by frequencies. 

•  This is about the fallen angels and they know time is up in this reality – the 
big story, the passion play

R: Watching the idea that $15 / hour is too much for these white folks to get over – should 
be $30 or so 

T: tells the story of the man on Thom Hartman who had 60+ employees – pays everyone there 
$30 an hour, regardless of what they do – and he has 2 homes and everyone is doing just 
fine.

R: talks of his father being at GM before the company sent items out to be created elsewhere
•  is reminded of the other parts of the solar system and the Milky Way Galaxy where 

the question of wages is a moot point

•  What’s on his mind? Watching the worship of the golden calf at CPAC – it’s both 
funny and dreadfully sad – 
•  WHATEVER YOU DO, DON’T LET THEM PUT A NEEDLE IN YOUR ARM!

Reading: a bit of Tania Gabrielle SEE TEXT BELOW

2021-02-27   8:8:8 Virgo FULL MOON - Make Your Environment Beautiful [Feb 27]
https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=QR8yIKammiU&ab_channel=TaniaGabrielle 

T: with NESARA’S announcement, every one’s taxation rate goes down to 14%

T: Update of news events

AUDIO:  MSNBC – 1 PM – 3 pm: MSNBC Live With Yasmin Vossoughian  
•  PLEASE LISTEN – don’t see the segment as a separate entity 
•  David Cay Johnston &  Joyce Vance, prosecutor

•  About the millions of papers that have been released 

Re: assassination of Jamal Khashoggi  - we need to be alerted to the fact that 
•  Mohammad Bin Salmon did not do this alone: Ivanka and Jared Kushner were 

part of the process 
•  There is also $17 MILLION OF campaign money missing: a large amount, and those

2 opened LLCs around the same time . . .

R: heard the story – on a German radio Station – of the video tape of a 12 year old girl 
that Drumpf raped and murdered in St Petersburg 

T: reads from The Secret Destiny of America by Manly P. Hall 

Chapter 12 WESTERN CULTURE A THOUSAND YEARS BEFORE COLUMBUS 
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In the Mexican area the civilization then existing was the most advanced on the 
earth ... 
The ancient Mayas had massive public buildings and observatories in at least a 
hundred cities, and these were connected by broad paved highways. Rulers were 
elected by the common agreement of the people. The Mayas hold the world record for 
a continued peace of five hundred years; this has been attributed to their having 
possessed no monetary symbol or currency for goods exchange. Theirs was the first 
democratic State on a continent set aside for the perfection of the dream of 
democracy. ... Long before the coming of the white man, the spirit of human equality,
human cooperation, and freedom of worship had flourished here. 

As today's archaeologists continuously study the massive ruins of the Mayan 
civilization we know that this ancient culture of the American continent included at 
least a hundred cities connected by an intricate pattern of broad paved highways. 
Their language was suited to the expression of exact knowledge. 

SEE REST OF CHAPTER BELOW AND FOLLOW T’S COMMENTARY AS SHE READS

Audio: Politics Nation with Al Sharpton – Saturday, Sunday 4 –5 pm, following Jasmin’s 
program    

•  Al Sharpton interviews the King family 

R: It was a rainbow crystal child saying it’s time 

AUDIO: Open Minds with Regina Meredith  Shamanic Soul Retrieval with Sandra 
Ingerman

https://www.gaia.com/video/shamanic-soul-retrieval-sandra-ingerman

S15:Ep6 59 mins December 19, 2019

The wound is the best place for the light to enter your being, and it may take the 
work of a shaman to help you fully heal. Sandra Ingerman, a shamanic healer, 
reveals the importance of soul retrieval for repairing of one’s being. She discusses 
the nature of the soul, how it can become fractured over many reincarnations, and 
how we are protected in moments of trauma. This is not just something we need 
individually, but the world is experiencing a collective loss of soul. As we undertake 
our own healing, we affect global soul retrieval.

Instructor/Host: Regina Meredith Featuring: Sandra Ingerman
Video Language: English

AUDIO: Ancient Civilizations Human and Giant Hybrids

S3:Ep7 28 mins February 22, 2021
https://www.gaia.com/video/human-and-giant-hybrids 
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What if the” junk DNA” in our genetic code is not really so useless at all? Evidence 
suggests that this genetic material be humanity’s link with an ancient race of 
giants.

Tales of giants, found in every ancient culture, are often dismissed away as mere 
myth. But they be an important part of our origin story. Experts come together to 
discuss giants as a genetic link of humanity which is intentionally being erased from
history. Though thoroughly recorded and documented, the remains of giant 
hominids disappear or are confiscated soon after their discovery. Those that have 
been tested indicate that these beings are not human. Could they still be walking 
among us, concealing their tracks through history?

Featuring: Brad Olsen, Billy Carson, Jack Cary, Erich von Daniken, Andrew Collins,
William Brown, Gregg Braden, Tricia McCannon, Matias De Stefano

Video Language: English

Tara: brings up some past history – the G7 meeting in France, August 2019 at which the
video was shown to various attendees 

2021-02-27 (2019-08-25) Macron sparks confusion after inviting Iran’s 
foreign minister to G7 summit

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/25/politics/g7-iran-zarif-france-intl/index.html 

Analysis by Nic Robertson, CNN Updated 5:53 PM EDT, Sun August 25, 2019 

(CNN) —   
When Iran’s Foreign Minister, Javad Zarif, landed in Biarritz Sunday afternoon it 
appeared France’s Emmanuel Macron, this year’s G7 host, had pulled off an end 
run around his most powerful guest, US President Donald Trump. 

getting back to the ethic connections 

R: as Matais was saying, our egos and emotions have created some big issues - 

AUDIO: Cosmic Disclosure with Emery Smith Redacted E.T. Tech Revealed

S12:Ep17 32 mins February 23, 2021
https://www.gaia.com/video/redacted-et-tech-revealed 

As part of his duties with the Air Force Office of Special Investigations, Richard Doty reviewed 
reports and documentation concerning off-world technology. Most of which was recovered from 
UFO-crash sites like Roswell and Kingman. He describes some of the challenges faced with 
reverse engineering E.T. tech ranging from unknown substances to mysterious energy sources. 
Things got complicated as scientists had to sort out technology from different civilizations. The 
result of some of this research is in the public sector today.

Instructor/Host: Emery Smith Featuring: Richard Doty Video Language: English
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AUDIO:  Thom Hartmann What You Don't Know About Bond Yields? (w/ 
Richard Wolff) 2021-02-25 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTGv9Wu4row 

What are Bond yields, and should you care? The Bond market is where people loan 
money and provide an interest on the repayment. Used by governments and 
corporations. This all sounds very business-related, but it does affect you – it really does.

AUDIO: Economic Update: Why Capitalism Reproduces Inequality and a 

Solution February 22, 2021 
VIDEO: https://youtu.be/AzmtFP7UZS8 
PODCAST: Economic Update with Richard D. Wolff  Direct Download

[S11 E07] New

The extreme economic inequalities of both global and US capitalism are not new or 
exceptional. Capitalism reproduces inequality and repeatedly blocks or reverses 
redistribution efforts. Inequality stems from capitalist enterprises' internal 
organization: a tiny minority, employers, with dominant, unaccountable power, 
enriches itself at the expense of all others, the employee majority. To overcome 
capitalism's inequality requires democratizing its enterprises' organizations.

ASTROLOGY RICHARD  [RI]

New Paradigm Astrology  February 24, 2021 Astrology Forecast

Astrology for the Soul February 24, 2021 https://youtu.be/HWy9w4tEf6w

Click here to download/listen to the Pele Report
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The song of a bird,
The call of the wild,
Awakens my soul

And makes it all worthwhile.
Hola Dreamers!

I’ve been wanting to remember my dreams, and the more I try, and the more I ask for 
them before going to sleep, the more I remember them! Life is that way, eh? We so often
see what we’re looking for, and others also see what they’re looking for, and what we perceive 
can be so different even if we’re looking at the same thing! Anyway, whether it is dreams or 
imagination, where would we be without them?

Let’s all dream the dream forward during this time of the Sun and Venus coming to join 
Neptune, the King of Dreamers.

After finishing the Pele Report, I realized there is so much more to Pisces that we could go on ad 
infinitum. Another aspect that I did not mention in the report is the primitive side of 
Pisces. There is a very primal, wild, even crazy aspect to this archetype as it holds 
everything and anything that has ever existed within it. This includes fears and paranoias. 
Besides, there is also a self-abandonment that can occur through Pisces. Pisces “rules” garbage 
collectors, sewer workers, and jobs where a person exposes themselves to unhealthy situations 
with a certain abandon. This is where Virgo comes to the rescue and helps balance the 
teeter-totter.

Virgo (and this full Moon) will help pull us out of our nightmares or our self-
abandonment with the “presence” that I spoke of in the report. She is that powerful 
grounding goddess energy that is firmly established and connected to Gaia. May your roots go 
deep and branches tall! 

“The trees are drawing me near. I’ve got to find out why,” are some lyrics out of this week’s song 
by the Moody Blues. The Pisces/Virgo axis of this week’s full Moon can be called not only 
the “initiation axis,” but maybe, too, the “magical axis.” The life-giving properties and 
energetic balancing power of nature cannot be overemphasized.

This full Moon will illuminate for each of us just how successfully we have managed to 
integrate our spiritual/infinite selves with our earthly/physical selves.

Our bodies are super-refined instruments that inform us how well we’re incarnating. If your 
physical, emotional, mental, or astral body/ies start acting up, listen and ask for the message 
they’re communicating and make the change.

As 5G, AI, Internet of Things, and EMFs continue to increase in the more highly 
populated areas of Earth, nature will become more of a refuge. Some of the beauty of 
Uranus moving through Taurus and Jupiter moving through Aquarius is the upcoming popularity of
the “digital nomad.” Costa Rica is embracing this new group of folks who make their living online 
and are completely mobile. While it is not the only way to leave the city, it’s a good one! Go for it!
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This week’s song is The Moody Blues “Tuesday Afternoon”
Rio Celeste Aerial Video!
What makes Rio Celeste Blue?

So Much Love,
Kaypacha

AUDIO: FULL MOON IN VIRGO: Creating a Beautiful Environment – Tania Gabrielle

https://youtu.be/QR8yIKammiU 

When the Full Moon in Virgo comes around once a
year it is time to take all health and healing – and
your daily rituals – seriously. Discover what makes
this full moon extra special with contacts to Venus,
planet of love and abundance, and a gorgeous trine
to Uranus, the Awakener and Liberator. 

RI:  From  An Astrological Mandala – Dane Rudyhar

 PHASE 159 (VIRGO 9°): AN EXPRESSIONIST PAINTER AT WORK. 

KEYNOTE: The urge to express one's individualized sense of value regardless of tradition. 

At this stage the individual is seen reacting against cultural standards and stereotyped ways of interpreting 
his perceptions. This is a statement of uncompromising self-reliance, which may even imply a kind of 
defiance and a challenge to society. The mind is seeking to discover the character of the basic and true 
foundation of individual selfhood, the AUM tone (or logos) of individual being. In the process, however, what 
is expressed is usually the reflection of a deep catharsis with emotionally charged and often tragic overtones.
 
This fourth stage symbol brings to us the hint of a technique of transformation of the personality. What 
predominates is a sense of inner conflict and an over-selfconscious attempt at "being oneself." But there is a 
great difference between being an origin of development pregnant with futurity, and deliberately sought for 
ORIGINALITY.

PHASE 339 (PISCES 9°): A JOCKEY SPURS HIS HORSE, INTENT ON OUT-DISTANCING HIS RIVALS. 

KEYNOTE: Intense mobilization of energy and skill in the drive for success in any social performance 
affected by the competitive spirit. 

Since the end of the archaic ages and the stressing of individualism, especially in our American society which
worships the material images of "success," the desire to win any kind of "race" engenders an often-feverish 
release of energy controlled by technical skill and long practice. Wherever this symbol is found, it indicates 
the need to spur one's total being toward speedy attainment of whatever goal it may be.

This is the fourth symbol in the sixty-eighth series; its technical significance is quite evident. Every 
superfluous "weight," every unnecessary consideration is to be dismissed in the one-pointed attempt to reach
one's social goal. SELF-QUICKENING may be the Keyword.

RI: wondering about the mask thing – it’s symbolic: keep your mouth shut and do as you’re told!
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Uranus trine Pluto – and Mother Earth is going through her own initiation and it feels like 
she is being crucified!

Another thing: the way humans are reacting to the idea of global warming
Mother Earth wants to raise Her vibration – which involved warming up – humans may not 

help, but they certainly can’t help . . .
Humans, as the 4th group, are the adaptable ones – physically, emotionally, 
spiritually – civilization is not likely to collapse – not to worry!

CONFERENCE CALL

T: yes they have Ca/ BI’s email re FreeMart – who explains something of what is happening

 •  Bit coin will fill in for the money system
 • And Uncle Donald will be making a keynote speech at CPAC tomorrow – at the same 

time the new item about his rape and murder of a young girl some years back

 •  Probably the news media and the Republican party will not let the public know what he’s
done

Ca/BI: what will happen when the people find out . . .
Ca/BI: walks them through the process on the first page 

 • Republican party unhappy with Drumpf – they are all the same: he’s going down and taking 
them with him – and vice versa!

 • having issues with Biden too – who said . . .

Ca/Zo: as Rama said even $30 / hour is a slap in the face!  Things are so skewed . . . 
 • rants about the cost of gas to go to work, deliver packages for business
 • supporting children in their extra curricular activities 

Caller: asking about today’s update today
T: played material relative to ET, contacting inter-dimensional entities
R: repeats the info about his trip to the tea house: the next 2 weeks will be kinda wild with

the energies 
A letter from Tom the Cat, from Dr Greer – about different kinds of threat levels the
dark ones want to play with including a fake alien invasion – try that, and they’ll 
find Ashtar and Co in their faces

Ca/Do: why would they even try to pull it off – doing a good job with vaccinations and getting rid
of people ?
R: Dr Greer they said they want to play with their final card . . . we know what will happen!

He doesn’t know the time – yet Ashtar will hand them their faces, so to speak.
Some people are making the instruments of war inoperable . . .

Do: was on BitChute and watching Alex Jones – he’s coming down hard on the vaccinations
There is one called newtube where people can also put up their work

Do: yes there are lots who are lemmings, but people are beginning to get sick from these 
vaccinations 

Talks of finding a site that lists the people who’ve been injured – how long will people put 
up with it?

T: 
Ca/Zo: goes back to the original problem – so many deaths caused by other things but 

chalked up to covid 
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Talked of a woman from the UK and whose husband died of something else, not 
covid – the dr kept forcing the issue for 3 days and finally said: it helps us 
get more money !

DO: and after they get the vaccine and get sick, someone will work on people to take a 2nd 
vaccination

ZO: the news report just drive in the fear 

T: this is one scenario. 
 •  IN THE MEANTIME, they’ve already killed 4 million people with their 

games – they have the ability to target people with whatever they want – the
last 16 months this has been going on – black, brown, yellow; ‘useless 
eaters’ [Kissenger’s phrase] you can go too

Do: they can’t control us all so want to get rid of us 
Z: the amount of litter, garbage – says people are lazy 
T: has to do with the idea that people are kept where the survival level

intentionally kept poorly educated
 • talking about single parents, especially mothers with children  - intentionally have

the infrastructure not available – so this 
Zo: women are the most persecuted around the world – destablize the system with poor 

pay, kids in prison, poor education, etc 
T: really showing with Joe Biden at the moment, saying it will be maybe April to receive 

the $1400 check everyone  was to get; should have been $2000 in December when 
it was only $600
 • ‘manipulative’ is a kind word!
 • When people get money, they use it and thus stimulate the economy

Do: they don’t want that – just have people die
T: also talks about the desertification of the earth – thanks to glysophate – there are 

millions of acres that no longer produce, so they think they have to kill people – it’s 
already done – 70 years ago they had this technology!

T: in his last lifetime, Rama was an English Doctor and a member of the Golden Dawn
 • and in the late 1800s and her last lifetime, she remembers those discussions too

 • at this moment, in Africa, men and boys are working in mines – 12-15 hrs 
   a day, 7 days a week; then have to walk home – 35-40- miles - $32 / mo

T: no one in the US . . . .
 • the US only have a fascist state, a corporatocracy – Jimmy Carter said this to Thom 

Hartmann a long time ago . . .
R: Alistair Crowley lived in the late 1800s – a wizard type character who knew Madam 

Blavatsky and some of the royalty of the time – did ouiji board reading; Mesmer 
was part of this 

 • in the beginning, he was a good guy climbed mountains and then turned to the 
Dark Side

 • Jack the Ripper was the queen’s grandson  - a surgeon who killed women 
T: this story was played on PBS

R: but as far as he knows, the case ‘has never been solved’ by the FBI – and he was a 
member of the Golden Dawn, too 

T: Alistair Crowley knew how to divinate and read the Tarot 
Do: someone she knew was head of Order of Golden Dawn [in the US somewhere]; started 

another organization when he realized the corruption in the other . . . 

B B S RADIO
 • Song: Everybody Knows . . .
 • Another song - 
 • would you harbour me: Would I harbour you ? 
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Would You Harbor Me - Antiwar Songs (AWS)

14 Jun 2015 ... Would I harbor you? Would you harbor me? Would I harbor you? Would 
you harbor a Christian, a Muslim, a Jew, A heretic, convict, or spy? Would ...

T: were talking of single Mothers on the Conference Call – 
Katie Porter is interviewed by ? ? ? Alicia Menendez 4- 6 pm 

AUDIO:  Beyond Belief with George Noory  Contacting Interdimensional Entities with Jonathan Zap

S16:Ep4 43 mins February 24, 2021
https://www.gaia.com/video/contacting-interdimensional-entities-jonathan-zap 

We tend to shrug off the mysterious voices in our head, but what if some of them stem from 
spontaneous contact with otherworldly entities? Jonathan Zap defines different kinds of 
relationships that we can have with interdimensional beings, that are not limited to contact with
deceased loved ones. This can include mind-made entities like tulpas, advanced beings known 
to the Greeks as daemons, or various intrapsychic forms that can be interpreted as multiple 
personalities. He shares stories and examples from working with different types of beings and 
the benefits we can gain from them.

Instructor/Host: George Noory Featuring: Jonathan Zap
Video Language: English

AUDIO:  ETs Among Us 2: Our Alien Origins, Antarctica, Mars and Beyond (2018) 

https://www.imdb.com/title/tt10934426/plotsummary?ref_=tt_ov_pl 
This sequel to the award-winning "ETs Among Us" covers uncharted territory: history of Antarctica
and ongoing UFO connections, secret history of Mars and parallels with Moon and Antarctica, 
underwater ET bases, and our extraterrestrial origins. Award-winning researcher Linda Moulton 
Howe exposes shocking revelations of a secret Navy whistleblower. 

AUDIO: A small clip of an interview with Ava DuVernay  American film director
about  making Hollywood more inclusive  

Audio: Encounters with the Seraphim: A message for the Future of Humanity (Includes 
Transverberatory Journey)

https://awakentheworld.com/film/encounters-with-the-seraphim/ 45 min

This film is different from any film that has been released so far for several reasons. It 
represents something very important that is seldom spoken of in some spiritual traditions (the 
topic is almost taboo). It is based around insights that came during a “peak meditation 
experience” when Dan encountered beings that identified themselves as “the Seraphim”. The 
Seraphim are considered to be “angels”, but were nothing like the humans with wings depicted 
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in the Bible, but a field of conscious energy which has the singular purpose of helping our soul 
to complete its evolutionary journey. The ego can get involved in these peak experiences in two
main ways. Such phenomena may sometimes be dismissed or negated due to preconceptions or
biases within the limited egoic self, or on the flip side they may be given too much emphasis 
and become entrapments for the ego as it creates an identity around them. The film explores 
the relationship between the dimensions of being and becoming as the self structure grows and 
evolves, and the apparent paradoxes of realizing Samadhi at increasingly more subtle levels of 
the developmental spiral.

The first 20 minutes are narrated, followed by an audio-visual experience called “Metatron’s 
Vision“. You could call it an audio-visual vibratory transmission, or “transverberation”. We have
made this audio-visual journey available on its own here for those who want to skip over the 
talking part. The sound was created by Daniel Schmidt and David Donnelly (the Fractalverse). 
“The Fractalverse” is an ongoing musical collaboration between David and Dan, as well as a 
general experiment in human consciousness.

How to Engage with the Audio-Visual Component of the Film 
“Metatron’s Vision” is designed to be listened to with headphones because the stereo effects 
create a spiraling of energy that is more difficult to perceive with speakers. Choose a time and 
place where you are not going to be interrupted. There nothing you are instructed to “do” for 
the experience itself. See if you can sit still and go through the entire journey without 
generating a thought, staying present and attentive to the whole experience.

2021-02-21 Encounters with the Seraphim A Message for the Future of Humanity + 
Transverberatory Journey

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byNUQ8KDeMM 44 minutes

Source: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmzs... Experience with the Seraphim, until the min 20. From 
there you can enjoy the visual trip "Metatron’s Vision". :-) 

Originally this film was going to be a part of Samadhi Part 3, but it grew into its own separate creation. It 
explores something very important that is seldom spoken of in some spiritual traditions (the topic is almost 
taboo). It is based around insights that came during a "peak meditation experience" when I encountered 
beings that identified themselves as "the Seraphim". Yes, the Seraphim are considered to be "angels", but 
for me were nothing like the humans with wings depicted in the Bible, but a field of conscious energy which 
has the singular purpose of helping our soul to complete its evolutionary journey. In this film I report on the 
experience and give some insights that came to me. Such phenomena may sometimes be dismissed or 
negated due to preconceptions or biases within the limited egoic self, or on the flip side they may be given 
too much emphasis and become entrapments for the ego as it creates an identity around them. The film 
explores the relationship between the dimensions of being and becoming as the self structure grows and 
evolves, and the apparent paradoxes of realizing Samadhi at increasingly more subtle levels of the 
developmental spiral. 

Realizing Samadhi is only the first step in an unfathomable unfolding journey to expand the inner lotus into 
higher worlds; an enlightenment process which is a development within the levels of self structure and soul. 
Awakening is waking up to the unchanging dimension of absolute "being", pure consciousness, while 
enlightenment is about the ongoing dance of evolution and involution within the manifested world, the 
endless cycle of "becoming". The human game allows the possibility of creating an expanded and purified 
vessel to interface with divine consciousness, or higher "impersonal" levels of consciousness. When we 
sacrifice the egoic wants to allow this divine connection to unfold, we become part of an expanded level of 
existence and part of a higher "plan". Through imitation of the Seraphim, or by matching their vibration, 
humans can have the same unmediated union with god. We are meant to imitate them, learn from their 
example, merge with their light, but not to worship them. Nor can we invoke their presence or try to 
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summon them from the lower mind. We merge with them by becoming like them, by matching their 
resonance as we evolve on the spiritual path. 

This release includes the full "Metatron's Vision" which is a related sound and visual journey (or you could 
call it a "transverberation") created by Daniel Schmidt and David Donnelly (the Fractalverse). “Metatron’s 
Vision” is designed to be listened to with headphones because the stereo effects create a swirling of energy 
that is difficult to perceive with speakers. Choose a time and place where you are not going to be 
interrupted. There are no particular instructions for the experience itself. Just see if you can sit still and go 
through the entire journey without generating a thought, staying present and attentive to the whole 
experience. 

A version without the preceding narration is available here: https://youtu.be/uNS2t7VvMMo   

Reading:  2021-02-26   A Message to Lightworkers – February 26, 2021  by Caroline Oceana Ryan

This week’s guidance from the Ascended Masters, Galactics, Earth Elements, Fae 
Elders, Angelic legions, and Archangels known as the Collective:

Greetings, friends! We are very pleased to have this moment with you today.

Today our writer speaks with one of us in the Collective who is known as Saint 
Germain, an Ascended Master who is integral to the creation and enactment of 
NESARA Law:

COR: Greetings, Master Saint Germain! Thank you for speaking with me today.

SAINT GERMAIN: We are here always to assist. . . . SEE THE ENTIRE DISCUSSION BELOW

CLOSING: Rainbird

Rama’s Choices Alan Watts – What is it to see? 2010-11-14
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCOJnIysQ1A 
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES

From The Secret Destiny of America by Manly P Hall 

ISBN 978-1-58542-662-1 Originally printed in 1944

https://archive.org/stream/SecretDestinyOfAmerica/The%20Secret
%20Destiny%20of%20America%20%281944%2C%20by%20Manly%20P.

%20Hall%29_djvu.txt

12 WESTERN CULTURE A THOUSAND YEARS BEFORE COLUMBUS 

In the Mexican area the civilization then existing was the most advanced on the earth ... 
The ancient Mayas had massive public buildings and observatories in at least a hundred cities, 
and these were connected by broad paved highways. Rulers were elected by the common 
agreement of the people. The Mayas hold the world record for a continued peace of five hundred 
years; this has been attributed to their having possessed no monetary symbol or currency for 
goods exchange. Theirs was the first democratic State on a continent set aside for the perfection 
of the dream of democracy. ... Long before the coming of the white man, the spirit of human 
equality, human cooperation, and freedom of worship had flourished here. 

As today's archeologists continuously study the massive ruins of the Mayan civilization we know 
that this ancient culture of the American continent included at least a hundred cities connected by 
an intricate pattern of broad paved highways. Their language was suited to the expression of 
exact knowledge. 

In the jungles of Yucatan, Guatemala, and Honduras are the ruined cities of a lost civilization 
which flourished on the North American continent a thousand years before the voyage of 
Columbus. 

Stuart Chase has made the observation that in the five centuries immediately following the 
beginning of the Christian era, the civilization of the Mayas was the most advanced existing on the
earth. 

Very little is known of the Mayas, their origin, history, religion or culture, because of the wholesale
destruction of Mayan writings and historical records in the early years of the Spanish conquest. 
Massive ruins of their buildings remain, and great stone tablets; but these are in a language as 
yet undeciphered. From the physical evidence and the material remains we know that the empire 
of the Mayas extended over a very large area; included were at least a hundred cities, connected 
by an intricate pattern of broad paved highways. 

Enough of the art of the Mayas has survived to entitle them to a high place in the sphere of 
creative aesthetics; and their massive stone and plaster buildings prove that they possessed a 
well developed knowledge of architectonics. They had observatories for the study of the arts and 
developed a highly accurate calendar. Their written language, more complicated than the Chinese,
is of a type suited to the expression of exact knowledge and the most refined mental and 
emotional reflexes. 

According to their own legends the Mayas owed their cultural superiority to a mysterious old man 
who came out of the sea riding on a raft of serpents. Among various tribes this man has different 
names, but he is best known by the title conferred upon him in the Mexican area. Here he was 
called Quetzalcoatl. He is said to have come from the east from the land of the many colored 
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rocks. Quetzalcoatl carried with him the symbol of the cross. His name means the "feathered 
snake," or the "serpent covered with the plumes of the Quetzal bird." 

The Feathered Snake taught the people of Central America all of the useful arts and raised them 
from a primitive state to one of an excellent civilization. He instructed them in agriculture, 
architecture, medicine, science, language, religion, and statesmanship. Having accomplished the 
civilization of the Indian tribes, he ruled over them for a time as a benevolent priest-king. Then he
returned to the shore of the sea, called to his raft of serpents, and then floated away to the east, 
with the promise to return at a distant day to rule over his nation. 

When Cortez reached the coast of Mexico the Aztec King, Montezuma, dispatched messengers of 
State bearing with them the plumed crown of Mexico. The trusting Aztec thought that Cortez was 
Quetzalcoatl returned, and was ready immediately to surrender the throne ! 

The Mayan Empire was the highest civilization to be developed in the Americas. Also, it was the 
first great democratic State on a continent curiously set aside for the perfection of the dream of 
democracy. 

So far as we know, the rulers of the Mayas were not hereditary, but were elected for life by the 
common agreement of the people. They seemed to have governed wisely and to have fulfilled the 
classical requirements of priest-kings. The priesthood itself was powerful but benevolent, given to 
learning, and a patron of the arts and sciences. The religion consisted of a monotheism, that is, 
the worship of one Supreme Principle abiding in the sun. 

Next to Deity, peculiar veneration was given to the Feathered Snake, who was regarded as a kind 
of Messiah, who suffered, died, and arose again. The legend of Quetzalcoatl was thus in parallel 
with the myth of the dying God, very much as in Egypt, Chaldea, Greece, and as expressed by the
early Christian Church. 

The Mayas were not a warlike people, and there is no support for popular belief that they were by 
nature cruel or barbaric. On the altars of their gods they offered only flowers and fruit; and it was 
not until the decline of the empire and its domination by less advanced tribes that human sacrifice
was practiced, and then only on the rarest occasions. 

It is believed that the Mayas hold the world record for continued peace. They flourished as a great
powerful nation for five hundred years without war with other tribes or internal strife. 

The high civilization attained by the Mayas was due primarily to the laws given them by 
Quetzalcoatl. So long as they obeyed these laws they continued to prosper. Unfortunately we have
no complete record of their legal codes, but we do know a few of the outstanding principles which 
lay at the root of their State. 

The Mayan nation was a collective commonwealth living under an advanced form of socialized 
order. They possessed all goods in common, and shared equally in the benefits of their 
production. They possessed no money or monetary symbol of any kind; and it has been suggested
that this lack of currency was in part responsible for their five hundred years of peace. 

To them the wheel was the symbol of death, and they never developed any form of mechanized 
industry. Each gave a part of his goods to maintain the State, and this contribution was employed 
to build public buildings, parks, schools, and places of public sport. 

There seems to have been no poverty, and little if any crime. No buildings have been found which 
suggest prisons or other places of confinement. 
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The Mayas were hospitable, kindly, gentle, and industrious; their cities were beautiful in every 
way; they were public spirited, well governed, and according to the order of their time, highly 
educated. 

The religious temper of the people can be gathered from remnants that still survive. It is common 
to all the Indians of the Americas that religious intolerance is utterly beyond their comprehension. 
They look upon each man's religion as his own particular belief, and if it suits his needs it 
deserves the respect of all other right- minded men. 

Thus we see that the archetype for a generous and enlightened way of life is part of the American 
continent's common inheritance. 

It is well to note in passing that many of the simpler virtues practiced by the Mayas were shared 
by other tribes that inhabited North and South America. Although the North American Indians 
never achieved the high culture reached by the Mayas, all lived according to a democratic 
tradition. The members of all tribes took care of their aged, provided for the widowed and the 
fatherless, and severely punished in the rare instances when some tribesman attempted to exploit
another. Tribal government was invested in a council of the older and the wiser, and all matters 
relating to the common good were submitted to them for arbitration and solution. Crime was 
almost unknown. 

As most tribes were nomadic they had little opportunity to develop inter-tribal points of view, and 
so there was considerable strife between tribes, but even in their warfare, North American Indians
respected valor and developed chivalry to a marked degree. 

The first League of Nations was created among the Great Lakes Indians of the American North 
east. First, five tribes, and later seven, combined under the leadership of the brilliant Indian 
leader, Great Rabbit, whose life has descended to us in Longfellow's poem, Hiawatha. The league 
of the seven nations was originally intended to be defensive, but also useful in settling inter-tribal 
disputes. It resulted from the simple discovery by aboriginal minds that one lived longer, more 
safely, and more happily if disputes among peoples were solved by arbitration rather than by open
strife. 

The Incas of Peru are second to the Mayas in the building of empire in America. Inca communities 
were also cooperative, and many of these villages still survive in the distant and less accessible 
high lands of the Andes. These were the only civilized communities in our land that never learned 
that there was a world depression beginning in 1929. 

Rooted in the American continent is a long and distinguished tradition that points toward ability 
for leadership in the postwar world, along lines of cooperation and the international point of view. 

The democracy established by thirteen colonies in 1776 was not the first American democracy. At 
least two thousand years before the coming of the white man, the spirit of human equality, 
human cooperation, and freedom of worship flourished here. 
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2021-02-27   8:8:8 Virgo FULL MOON - Make Your Environment Beautiful [Feb 27] 

Tania Gabrielle <newsletter@taniagabrielle.com> 

A gorgeous Full Moon, with the moon in Virgo opposite the sun in Pisces, is unfolding and will be 
exact at TONIGHT.

It unleashes an empowering and courageous 8:8:8 leadership code:
• Moon at 8° Pisces 
• Sun at 8° Virgo 
• Saturn at 8° Aquarius 

With the Sun conjunct Venus - planet of beauty, abundance, pleasure and love – a wonderful 
opportunity for pure enjoyment is there for you now.

Virgo’s love of growth and mastering self awareness is heightened by the Moon’s exact trine to 
Uranus in Taurus (Venus’ home sign), setting up a craving for personal transformation and service
to others.

Watch the exciting new Full Moon Forecast here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR8yIKammiU&ab_channel=TaniaGabrielle 

A Full Moon is a great time to let go, release.

Virgo governs our daily environment – the impact of the items we surround ourselves with on our 
well-being.  So it’s a fabulous time for an early Spring cleaning!

Guard against keeping things in your environment you’ve had for a long time UNLESS you truly 
love them.

Anything that is a reminder of your past, of an old identity that you’ve outgrown, old attachments 
– let them go.

• Only have things in your environment that fill you with love, joy, gratitude and 
beauty. 

Discover the lovely gifts being shared during this healing and happy Virgo Full Moon.

Click here for this special Star Codes Forecast.
Love and Blessings,
Tania Gabrielle
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2021-02-27 (2019-08-25) Macron sparks confusion after inviting Iran’s foreign minister
to G7 summit

https://www.cnn.com/2019/08/25/politics/g7-iran-zarif-france-intl/index.html 

Analysis by Nic Robertson, CNN 
Updated 5:53 PM EDT, Sun August 25, 2019 

(CNN) —   
When Iran’s Foreign Minister, Javad Zarif, landed in Biarritz Sunday afternoon it appeared 
France’s Emmanuel Macron, this year’s G7 host, had pulled off an end run around his most 
powerful guest, US President Donald Trump. 

For weeks Macron has been pushing Trump to soften his stance on Iran, and Trump has pushed 
back, last month tweeting: “I know Emmanuel means well, as do all others, but nobody speaks for
the United States but the United States itself.” 

In May last year Trump unilaterally pulled the USA out of the multilateral Joint Comprehensive 
Plan of Action nuclear deal with Iran, and this year ratcheted up sanctions on the Middle East 
nation to create “maximum pressure” to have it dial back its “destabilizing” regional activities. 

Iran has responded by attacking and detaining oil tankers in the strategic Straits of Hormuz, 
breaking the terms of the JCPOA and demanding European signatories, France, Germany and the 
UK do more to make the nuclear deal work. 

The vital waterway, through which one fifth of the world’s oil passes daily, has become a 
tinderbox where one wrong move might trigger a regional war. 

At an informal dinner for G7 leaders Saturday night the issue of Iran came up again. Macron 
claimed agreement of those around the table: “We do not want Iran to have the nuclear bomb 
and we do not want to destabilize the region.” 

 
PHOTO: -/AFP/AFP/Getty Images 

Precisely what Javad Zarif will do in Biarritz is still unclear. (File photo) 
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On Sunday, during a TV address to the nation, Macron followed up saying: “To avoid escalation, 
we must continue to take initiatives.” Then things got confusing. 

During an interview with a French news outlet, Macron said: “We have agreed on a joint 
communication and a course of action which reconciles the different positions.” But when that was
put to Trump he denied any plan had his backing. 

When asked by reporters if he had agreed to Macron to deliver a message to Iran on behalf of the 
G7, Trump said: “No, I haven’t discussed it.” Then he seemed to revert to his earlier criticism of 
Macron, adding: “Iran is no longer the same country as it was two and a half years ago. We will 
do our own outreach but, you know, you can’t stop people from talking. If they want to talk they 
can talk.” 

All of this still hours before Zarif touched down in Biarritz, but the mixed signals spoke volumes of 
intense behind-scenes discussions. 

As leaders met before the first session Sunday, new British Prime Minister Boris Johnson alluded 
to some fancy diplomatic footwork by Macron, congratulating him on dinner Saturday. “Well done.
Bien joué. You’re doing well,” Johnson said. “You did very well last night, my God. That was a 
difficult one. You did brilliantly.” 

Unclear exactly what Johnson was referring to, but evidence that Macron is intent on working to 
further his own agenda, and not just that of all his G7 guests. 

But by Sunday afternoon, following Trump’s refusal to give Macron his backing over Iran, the 
French President was forced to dial back on his earlier remarks. “When I speak, I speak in the 
name of France but I also speak in light of yesterday’s conversation.” 

Under pressure to be clear about whose support he had for his Iran initiatives, Macron seemed to 
indicate he was acting alone. “Initiatives will continue to be taken by each of us,” he said. 

“The G7 is an informal club. There is no formal mandate.” 

Precisely what Zarif will do in Biarritz is still unclear. Asked about his unexpected presence at the 
G7, both Trump and his Secretary of the Treasury Steven Mnuchin, replied, simply: “No 
comment.” 
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2021-02-26   A Message to Lightworkers – February 26, 2021  by Caroline Oceana Ryan

 

This week’s guidance from the Ascended Masters, Galactics, Earth Elements, Fae Elders, Angelic 
legions, and Archangels known as the Collective:

Greetings, friends! We are very pleased to have this moment with you today.

Today our writer speaks with one of us in the Collective who is known as Saint Germain, an 
Ascended Master who is integral to the creation and enactment of NESARA Law:

COR: Greetings, Master Saint Germain! Thank you for speaking with me today.

SAINT GERMAIN: We are here always to assist.

COR: You and I were speaking a day or two ago, and I was asking you about NESARA’s unfolding,
and what stands between Earth / humanity and that law’s full enactment.

SAINT GERMAIN: Indeed!

COR: And you said that there are stages or phases of progression to have to be gone through, 
before we hit the highest level, at which point NESARA must be enacted.

I got an image of there being about 8 stages, and you commented that we were somewhere 
between Stages 3 and 4.

SAINT GERMAIN: Noting as well, that the progressions can occur in a day’s time. So that one 
might see a progression from stage 3 or 4 to stage 5 in only a day or two.

And you are closer to 4 now.

COR: That is reassuring.

I felt that you were saying that so that I wouldn’t be discouraged by assuming that each stage 
would take six months to a year or more.

SAINT GERMAIN: Your emotional vibrational level is of your own making!

One could say, “NESARA shall enact fully on this date and time,” naming a time quite near the 
current date, and some would nevertheless feel disappointment that it did not happen this 
morning!

COR: Yes, I follow.

SAINT GERMAIN: And so—you hold each in one hand, as you will often say: the joyful 
inevitability of NESARA, and also the great unknown, which for humanity is always, “When?”
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Sunset in Ballydesmond, Ireland in the
aftermath of high winds and torrential rain. Photo by Sheila Fitzgerald 

COR: Does asking “When” slow things down, I wonder?

There seems to be so much built into the human vibration that has to do with holding us back 
from our co-Creations, because we are stuck in Waiting mode. 

Waiting for the outer world to prove itself to us before we feel something is real.

And so many of us quietly (or loudly) carry a cynicism long bred into human life, that says, “I 
doubt it will ever happen” or “It might happen at some point, but not sure I’ll still be here when it 
does.”

Purely to protect ourselves from any disappointment, or to keep the skeptical left-brain aspect 
happy.

SAINT GERMAIN: And yet, your skepticism has not won the day, we note! 

Most of humanity is experiencing an anticipation of a Great Change, even if most are 
unaware of what the details will be.

They have no idea of “what that will look like,” as people say.

Yet their own feelings of anticipation and intuition tell them, great change is afoot!

COR: Does that help to create the moment all the more fully, or all the sooner?

SAINT GERMAIN: Both. 

Any heart anywhere that is open to the next higher level of human existence, the next phase of 
your evolvement, helps hold open that great heavy door to tremendous shift.

And the heaviness is not in the change itself—it is in the movement from the old lower 
dimensional ways of enacting change to the newer forms. 

This has to do with a growing consciousness and awareness of how Light is functioning on the 
planet.
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COR: And so how is it functioning? It’s waking people up, certainly.

ST GERMAIN: It is lifting the entire resonance of human experience! 

Yes, consciousness. Most assuredly so.

And yet—are you aware that people are more telepathic now as well? 

So that whole conversations are being held between persons and groups, between persons and 
aspects of Nature, without anyone being present in the same place together?

COR: I have been experiencing that myself, yes.

ST GERMAIN: And so—as you speak to others in the etheric plane, consider that there is no 
distance between you.

This means no separation of viewpoints, of experience, or even of outer manifestation.

In fact distance and its correlative, Time—these are increasingly irrelevant! 

People are realizing inwardly, “I need not be held back or defined by these. I can travel via 
intention and focus. What I envision, I create!”

Photo by Jerry Moriarty

COR: Most people would have trouble believing that distance and separation between persons are
dissolving, when we are currently experiencing in the United States right now, for example, a 
mind-bending amount of separatism and division. 

Enough to make your hair stand on end some days.

SAINT GERMAIN: But you have been taught that such things as telepathic conversation cannot 
exist!
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You have also been taught that either people agree in ways that bend the will of one person to 
another, or both shall remain eternally separate!
This is nonsense.

We wish now, those of us who speak from both our lives on Earth and from the higher 
consciousness—we wish for you to understand that there is only a Coming Home now, for all of 
humanity.

The separations, the divisions—these are but appearances! 

They are not real, and they are not representative of where you are headed as a race of 
beings on a fast-evolving planet.

COR: Are you saying we are more connected than not connected to one another?

SAINT GERMAIN: Most assuredly! 

You cannot help now but to be connected in ways that assist you in realizing that the lies you 
have been told for millennia hold no water—have no resonance to who and what you are all 
becoming.

And that is an interconnected form of being. Such as what you have been told about how the 
trees in the forest are interconnected through their roots underground.

They communicate this way, and connect with one another in ongoing community this way—
through a sort of neural network—while appearing on the surface to be separate from one 
another. 

As if space and varieties of species mattered! For they do not.

COR: And so how does all this influence NESARA’s unfolding?

SAINT GERMAIN: You stray somewhat from the subject, but I shall tie these two points into one.

COR: All right
.
SAINT GERMAIN: There is increasing evidence of the growing Unity consciousness of the human 
race.

This means that the desire to continue living, and to become sovereign—despite the 
destructive attempts of a crude, self-appointed elite to derail not only human 
consciousness but human life—shows that the focus, the intent for reunification. 
That and the rebuilding of higher consciousness within humanity have already been 
established.

The shifts you see around you now would not be so obvious were this not so.
We speak of increased awareness of and concern for the environment, for children’s and young 
persons’ lives, for the lives of the elderly, those who have hampered abilities, those who have 
fought in wars and or fled from them, bear the scars of such, and so on.

The increase in compassion—in feeding others and not only oneself, in housing and educating all, 
in obtaining real and effective medical care for all—none of this would be so obvious had humanity
not decided quite emphatically to step into the Light.
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COR: And yet our reach does not go so far as that of the old power crowd’s destructiveness, does it?

SAINT GERMAIN: It goes much further.

COR: Because consciousness has outrun their physical methods?

SAINT GERMAIN: Of course!

COR: Yet they scheme to implant people with nano-particles that badly restrict consciousness!

SAINT GERMAIN: Much of this is being mitigated to where it will be easily disposed of. 

In many cases, it is not taking hold in the body, and being rejected by it.

And there are those whose inventions are assisting with healing and releasing the body from these
influences. 

Do not give great credence to these schemes, as if they were fated to succeed in most 
instances. 

That is their intent, and so you must face the other way, entirely.

But you wished to return us to the issue of NESARA—a beautiful name that holds a particularly 
high vibration!

COR: Yes, I think people should name their children that! 

And yes—how does that tie in with all of this?

SAINT GERMAIN: It ties in with the events of 1776. The vision that drove such, and now finally, 
the establishment of a New Atlantis.

That original endeavor got derailed to the point where it was delayed by several centuries—for 
those who travel amidst the stars, not a long time.
 
But for those in an Earth body, a long time indeed.
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COR: A very long time! 

Are you saying, Sir, that the unfolding of the original vision of what the United States, and 
eventually the world, could be—that that is occurring now, finally?

SAINT GERMAIN: This is something that, despite many diversions to the road, you have been 
moving forward to for those two and a half centuries of Earth time.

And you have reached a point now where you will not permit it to be delayed any further.

COR: So instead of asking “When” NESARA will be enacted, we need to celebrate within ourselves 
the very fact of its existence—I want to say “HER” existence, as it is the Divine Mother, assisted 
by Lady Justice, Lady Liberty, and all goddesses of higher resonance, who are anchoring these 
energies into our very day-to-day existence.

ST GERMAIN: Ah—now you have left the Earthbound details, and risen higher, to take in the 
greater picture.

COR: Understandably, you have lifted us vibrationally to see the horizon where NESARA is even 
now being birthed.

Yet some will say, “There are still millions dying, millions homeless or mired in debt, millions ill or 
imprisoned, or experiencing desperation in other ways.”

SAINT GERMAIN: And we would say, Stand up, humanity! 

Will you allow this to be the outpicturing of your inner life?

Or will you remember who you are—gods and goddesses, Angelics, devas, and Crystal 
Beings in human form, among other great personages—and reclaim your planet with 
your vibration first and foremost?

For that is where the war, and not only the battle, is won.

COR: I think I understand better now. 

Thank you, Lord Saint Germain. We are all honored to speak with you, as always.

SAINT GERMAIN: Always, you are guided and assisted, dear ones! Never doubt such. You have 
not been abandoned. All is well.

COR: And “all manner of things shall be well”!

SAINT GERMAIN: Most assuredly so! 
May you pass every test you have set out for your Earth journey! For there is great evolvement here.

COR: Namaste, friend! Thank you for your assistance.

[Saint Germain bows to us all.]
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